Pucklechurch Parish Burial
Ground
Area Assessment and Memorial report – July 2021
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Pucklechurch Burial Ground - Overview
General Info.

Hazards

A – Entrance from
Churchyard

Overgrown bushes
and brambles

B – Main walkway /
footpaths

Uneven surface in
many areas

C – Exits onto
Recreation ground

Gates missing or
unable to latch

D – Water standpipe

Frost protection /
Leak control

E – Memorial Bench

Overgrown bushes
and litter

F – Holly Bushes

Overhanging and
obstructing access
route

G – Old stone wall

Damage in one area

H – Memorial D33

One memorial failed
“wobble test”

I – Other memorials

Passed “wobble test”
but require
monitoring
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Pucklechurch Burial Ground – Detailed View
A – Entrance from Churchyard

Information and Observations
• The entrance from the churchyard consists of an access route with no gate but high bushes on
either side which contain some bramble.
• Several movable waste bins are located in this area.
• Signage for dog walkers is hidden when walking in certain directions.
Recommendations
• Cut bramble back and trim bushes to ensure safe access.
• Improve signage for “Dogs on leads”
• Relocate bins to better area so they do not cause an obstruction.
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Pucklechurch Burial Ground – Detailed View
B – Main footpaths and Access Routes

Information and Observations
• The routes are made up of cut grassed
pathways
• Some of the routes are uneven and difficult to
identify any hazard within the surface
• There are unidentified small potholes within
the routes

Recommendations
• Ask contractor to identify any areas which are potential trip / fall hazards
• Ask contractor to begin program of levelling some of these identified areas.
• Maintain program of grass cutting to reduce risk
• Identify methods of separating pathways to ensure visitors keep to identified routes.
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Pucklechurch Burial Ground – Detailed View
C – Exits onto Recreation Ground

Information and Observations
• Two exits / access routes onto the recreation ground
• Both routes have gates although the exit at the Church end of the burial ground does not latch.
• This has evidence of some repair work which may not be complete
• The bottom exit has 2 gates although one is currently missing and waiting repair.
• There is small signage adjacent to both entrances referring to visitors walking their dogs.
.
Recommendations
• Complete repair on Church end gate so this latches correctly.
• Complete repair on bottom gates reinstating the missing gate and ensuring they close and
latch correctly.
• Cut back bramble on hedges adjacent to the gates
• Improve signage for dog walker
• Consider signage for general visitors on good practice within the grounds
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Pucklechurch Burial Ground – Detailed View
D – Water Standpipe

Information and Observations
• A water standpipe is located near to the recreation ground – no
indication or markings to identify who’s responsibility this item is.
• Access route to this item is through a non-designated route with low
hanging branches on a tree.
.
Recommendations
•

Monitoring of the standpipe for damage to the lagging or pipework
should be put in place to prevent leaking and wastage of water.

E – Memorial Bench

Information and Observations
• A memorial bench is located in one corner of the burial ground
.

Recommendations
• Clear high foliage around the bench to make the area look more
attractive.
• Remove litter accumulated behind the bench and in the bushes.
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Pucklechurch Burial Ground – Detailed View
F – Holly Bushes

Information and Observations
• There are two holly bushes alongside the recreation ground side of the burial ground.
• One of these impedes onto the route past several memorials
.

Recommendations
• Cut back and maintain the bushes to allow safe access and egress in this area
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Pucklechurch Burial Ground – Detailed View
G – Old Stone Wall

H & I – Memorials

Information and Observations
• One memorial failed the wobble test
• Several memorials are leaning although they do not wobble under any minor
pressure.
• Some areas of ground in front of the memorials are uneven
• Some areas of grass around the edge of the ground was high at the time of the
report.
Information and Observations
Recommendations
• The wall alongside the burial ground is made up of breeze block and
• See report – Burial Ground Assessment 2021 located within this
original old stone walling
document
• There is damage to one section of the old wall which has potential to fall
onto the cremation plaques
Recommendations
.• Determine who the wall belongs to so the damage can be assessed and
repaired.
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Burial Ground Assessment 2021
This report has been completed using guidelines available from government websites and provided by the clerk.
• Managing the safety of Burial Ground Memorials
• The Local Authorities' Cemeteries Order 1977
• Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
The following page is a plan of the burial ground and each memorial has had a visual inspection to assess the risk of a memorial falling.
This test is not time consuming, uses simple common sense and judgment, but yet acts as an effective early warning system to allow the parish
council the opportunity to prioritise memorials that need more detailed inspection.
Problems that I looked out for include:
• Damaged or eroding bonding.
• Movement of parts of a memorial from its original position.
• Kerb stones breaking apart.
• Undermined or unstable foundations.
• Leaning memorials – particular if there is evidence of recent movement.
• Evidence of structural damage or disturbance (e.g. cracks).
• The presence of vegetation, which may cause cracks etc to widen.
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Burial Ground Wobble Test 2021
From my assessment of the burial ground:
I recommend to the Parish Council that the one memorial which has failed the assessment is dealt with as soon as possible in line with the
recommended practice as taken from the Managing the Safety of Burial Ground Memorials document although a further assessment may be
required to determine if the memorial falls in line with the guidance (16) below.
16. If some instability is detected following the hand test, a judgment must be made as to whether this movement is limited, or whether there is sufficient movement for the memorial to
present a high risk to people’s health and safety. Operators should note that many memorials installed in recent years on independent foundations are fitted with a ground support system.
These memorials may move, even rock if the base to foundation joint is broken, but do so within designed tolerance limits and represent no danger as the memorial will lock on the ground
anchor.

If it is determined that the memorial needs to be made safe then the following guidelines are recommended.
Deciding on precautions 19.
Any precautions taken must be proportionate to the risk of people suffering harm. In most cases the actual level of risk from an unstable memorial will be very low such that a warning sign
near to – or in some instances on – a memorial alerting visitors to the potential danger will suffice until repair has been arranged. If the circumstances make this impractical, for example there
is the potential for confusion as to which memorial any warning refers, a memorial may need to be cordoned off until it is made safe.
20. A memorial may be so unstable there is an imminent risk of it toppling. In a very few cases where this could result in serious injury, immediate steps may be necessary to reduce the risk
e.g. restricting access or laying the memorial flat. The routine staking of memorials is not recommended – not only is there a risk of harm in the staking itself, there is also the potential for
damage to the memorial.
21. In all cases where temporary measures have been taken to make a memorial safe, steps to effect permanent repairs should be taken as soon as possible. Operators should be aware of the
potential for upset and distress amongst mourners and the bereaved, as well as the potential for disfiguring the appearance of a burial ground.

For the 13 memorials which are secure although on an angle, I recommend these are monitored and reviewed on a regular basis to determine
if further work is required.
For the 4 memorials which have a slight wobble, I believe these are safe and no further action is required at this time but would recommend to
any contractor working in the burial ground that they observe and report on any damage or noticeable change to any memorial.
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